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PowerROC D60 Tier 4 Final is now available globally 
Epiroc is launching the tough and highly regarded PowerROC D60, equipped with a Tier 4 engine onto 

the global market.   

 

“We are very pleased that we can now offer the PowerROC D60 on the global market. With this launch, our 

customers have the opportunity to select a straightforward and robust down-the-hole (DTH) rig for drilling 

large holes”, says Wei Wen Xu, Senior Product Manager at Epiroc.  

 

The PowerROC D60 hydraulic DTH-rig drills the largest holes in the PowerROC family.  

This machine meets the higher emission standards required to operate in countries with the highest emission 

standards 

“This is the first PowerROC DTH-rig which complies with the higher emission regulation. It’s is an important 

step to keep on reducing the environmental footprint”, says Wei Wen Xu.  

 

The first unit was delivered to the USA earlier this year. After receiving a lot of positive feedback, the 

PowerROC D60 is now ready to start delivering a high level of productivity. It can drill large holes ranging from 

110 mm to 178 mm. In addition, the 5+1 Rod Handling System makes it possible to drill holes down to a depth 

of 30 m. Well-proven Epiroc technology also helps to ensure that holes are straight and of a good quality.  

 

The rig features a pilot hydraulic system and straightforward electronics which make the PowerROC D60 both 

easy to operate and simple to service. The powerful rotation unit ensures that the PowerROC D60 can 

operate reliably in all types of rock conditions. In addition, a highly effective dust collection system ensures 

that the work environment is kept clean and safe, which protects both machine and personnel.   

“The PowerROC D60 is safe and powerful. Match that with the facts that it’s easy to use and repair, and you 

get a great recipe for increased production and high availability”, says Wei Wen Xu.  

 

The Tier 4F Final of PowerROC D60 will be available in North America, Japan and Korea immediately. The 
Tier 3 version of PowerROC D60 has been available since June 2019.  

 

Press release from Epiroc Surface and Exploration Drilling division 

For further information please contact: 

Wei Wen, Senior Product Manager 

wei.wen.xu@epiroc.com 

+81 1370516 7880  

Anders Bromsjö, Project manager – Brand Communication, Surface and Exploration Drilling division 

anders.bromsjo@epiroc.com 

+46 (0 72 083 6011 
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Epiroc is a leading global productivity partner for the mining and infrastructure industries. With cutting-edge technology, 

Epiroc develops and produces innovative, safe and sustainable drill rigs, rock excavation and construction equipment and 
tools. The company also provides world-class service and solutions for automation and interoperability. Epiroc is based in 
Stockholm, Sweden, had revenues of SEK 38 billion in 2018, and has more than 14,000 passionate employees supporting 
and collaborating with customers in more than 150 countries. Learn more at www.epirocgroup.com. 
 
Surface and Exploration Drilling is a division within Epiroc. It develops, manufactures, and markets rock and exploration 

drilling equipment for various applications in civil and geotechnical engineering, quarries and both surface as well as 
underground mines worldwide. Epiroc’s strong focus on innovative product design and service support systems gives 
added customer value. The main production centers are in Sweden, Italy, India, Japan and China. The divisional 
headquarters is in Örebro, Sweden.   
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